NexGen Darkrooms – Mobile Darkrooms

There are 3 Darkrooms Models to Offer:

- RT-6 Standard 6’ Darkroom
- RT-8 Standard 8’ Darkroom
- RT-8G 8’ Darkroom with Generator Storage Compartment

Features:

- No visible seams in the fiberglass
- Built-in slots under the floor for a forklift
- The entire darkroom is constructed of strong, lightweight composite board – No wood rot!
- The tanks are made of fiberglass with a durable gel coat on the inside that is resistant to chemicals. They are glued into the cabinet using a marine grade epoxy and then flipped over and the spaces between the tanks are filled in with a dense expanding foam to fully insulate them. The tanks have a recessed lip from which the film racks hang.
- The tank cabinet is made of the same composite board as the darkroom and is covered in fiberglass and durable gray gel coat.
- Instead of using a drain there is an electric pump to drain the chemicals with a 7’ suction hose and a 30’ discharge hose to pump the chemicals out to a barrel. – No leaks!
- The darkroom doors are made of the same material as the darkroom – designed to not let light leak in.
- Units will fit nicely on ¾ ton pick-up truck. All trucks should have an 8’ bed.
- Across the top of the rear wall is a 13” awning covering the door, air conditioner and extension cord.
Dimensions:

- Generator Storage Area: 25” Wide x 28” Deep x 25” Tall

Each Darkroom comes equipped with:

- Composite Material Developing Tanks – 5 compartments
- Film Drying
- 6 electrical outlets
- Air Conditioner (rear-mounted)
- 100’ Extension Cord
- 1 Red and 1 White Light
- Plenty of Cabinet Space

Options:

- Roof-mounted AC/Heater (higher efficiency)
- Purchase without the processing tank. In place of the tank, a table top is installed for automatic processor or digital system. (less $1,200.00)